Introduction

With today's busy schedules, an instant and reliable notification system is crucial for any hotel management to make sure they can reach their employees wherever they are, especially in situations where they are not in front of the computer or do not have an Internet access.

Sky Bayan SMS compliments other notification methods in Bayan Human Resources Management, such as email and system alerts, and provides the hotel management with a fast, reliable and cost efficient way to send important reminders, event notifications and self-service request status updates to the administration staff and employees, anytime anywhere.

The integration between Bayan SMS and the rest of Bayan Human Resources Management system (including Bayan HR, Bayan Payroll, Bayan Workflow and Bayan Training) allows Bayan SMS service to send system and user notifications seamlessly and transparently in the background. This allows the HR admin staff to focus more on their important duties and tasks without worrying about missing out on an official document expiry date or notifying the employees about their request status, for example.

Features at a Glance

- Fully automated reminders for HR admin tasks
- Request status updates for employee self-services
- Expiry date reminders official documents
- Upcoming training course reminders
- Reaches employees and HR staff anywhere they are
- Instant and reliable delivery
- Cost efficient
- Personalized message templates
- Pre-defined recipient lists
- Integrated with Bayan HR, Bayan Payroll, Bayan Workflow and Bayan Training modules

Sample Notifications

- Employee birthday
- Employee service years
- Contract expiry
- Employee vacation balance
- Scheduled training course
- Future increases
- Employee reached a certain age
- Passport expiry
- Residency permit expiry
- Driver's license expiry
- Personal ID expiry
- Work permit expiry
- Medical card expiry
- Vacation request approval
- Salary advance approval
- End of probation period